
Digital Room Thermostat

Adorn your stateroom
with a Sapphire !

Introducing the new 
Tempwise Sapphire

 Digital Room Thermostat 
from Aqua Air

                   

                   Beauty can be more than skin deep >>>>>  



 The challenge !
Since Aqua Air was the first company to manufacture chilled water air conditioning systems for the luxury yacht
market, it was only natural we lead the way in digital room thermostats.
To date, the digital controls offered by Aqua Air and it’s competition have been rather unsightly, bulky and lacked the
electrical circuitry to handle more than two or three 16,000 BTU/H draw through style fan coils, which have become
the yacht builders fan coil of choice.
Owners and interior decorators dealt with the aesthetic issue by hiding the thermostats from view and yacht builders
concerned with the cost of these controls, challenged us to come up with a better solution to the electrical circuitry
limitations.

The answer.... 

Sapphire™
Aesthetic Appearance

Recognizing the fact that we are not interior designers, it made sense to leave that task to the specialists. Therefore,
we designed the Sapphire to receive the Vimar® Idea series and Ticino® Living Art bezels. Both of these brands of
bezels are available in a wide array of colors and textures. Naturally, the Sapphire blue LED inspired the name !

Vimar® Idea series and Ticino® Living Art bezels. 
A vast array of colors and wood grains to choose from

Some of the technical features of the fully programmable Sapphire™

* Sapphire blue LED with brightness control * Highest fan circuit rating in the industry

* Will control up to six Aqua Air 16KBTUH
Whispercoils™

* Field replaceable fuse protection

* Dual voltage capability * Modular plug connection for high and low
pressure switches

* Display cables are 50% smaller in diameter 
than the competitions making routing a snap. * Uses less bulky 4 pin plugs instead of the

competitions 8

For more information on the Tempwise Sapphire™ contact: 
Aqua Air Manufacturing , 1050 East 9th St , Hialeah , FL 33010.

Tel: 305 884 8363    toll free 800 328 1043    E mail: sales@aquaair.com
www.aquaair.com

Same American Ownership since 1941




